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Abstract

Recent research in case-based reasoning suggests
the use of metacognitive approaches to control
the reasoning process. Whereas most of this re-
search focuses on issues related to retrieval and
representation, we describe a metacognitive ap-
proach to case adaptation based on the genera-
tion of questions and answers. The answer gen-
eration utilizes particular planning knowledge in
the form of introspection plans and adaptation
plans. An example of our implementation, IU-
LIAN, will illustrate this process.

Metacognition and Adaptation

Recent results in case-based reasoning have addressed
the control of the reasoning process using ideas from
metacognition.

The term metacognition describes the "active mon-
itoring and consequent regulation" of the agent’s own
cognitive processes (Flavell 1976). As a result, we can
regard the term metacognition as describing two dis-
tinct but related issues: the issue of knowledge about
cognition and the issue of regulating cognition. The
first term includes awareness of the agent’s resources
with respect to the demands of tile agent’s thinking;
for example, the availability of analogous knowledge
during an analogical mapping task. The second issue
involves self-regulating mechanisms such as planning,
monitoring, and self-questioning (Brown 1987; Flavell
& Wellman 1977; Nelson & Narens 1994; Ram 1991;
Wont 1985). Such metacognitive skills should be im-
proved with growing experience. Reasoners should be
able to adapt and reuse such experience.

The concept of reuse of previous experience has
been exploited in the paradigm of case-based reason-
ing where previous experience is usually represented
by cases (see Kolodner 1993 for an overview). Impor-
tant components of the case-based reasoning approach
are the retrieval of a previous case and the adaptation
of this case to obtain a solution for the current prob-
lena (Hammond 1989; Hinrichs 1992; Jones 1992; Kass
1990; Ram 1992). If this approach is applied to plans,
we refer to it as case-based planning (Hammond 1989).

Metacognitive strategies have been used in previ-
ous case-based reasoning approaches (Cox 1995; Fox
& Leake 1995; Kennedy 1995; Leake 1995; Oehlmann
1995; Oehlmann et al. 1994; Oehlmann et al. 1995).
In addition, Leake (1993) and Oehlmann et al. (1993)
have employed case-based planning approaches to per-
form case-adaptation.

However, these earlier examples of adaptation plan-
ning do not use metacognitive strategies such as selec-
tion and monitoring. Therefore we have developed an
approach to plan adaptation which represents the reg-
ulation of the adaptation process in the form of adap-
tation plans and introspection plans. Adaptation plans
are used to perform the actual adaptation process,
whereas introspection plans are used to monitor and
to guide the adaptation process. The retrieval of these
plans is supported by questions and answers which are
also generated by case-based planning. Representing
reasoning stages in the form of plans has the advantage
that intentional content and context of the reasoning
process can be accessed by metacognitive processes and
can be learned. Within the framework of metacognitve
adaptation, we investigated the central hypothesis:

Metacognitive regulation strategies can be used to im-
prove the adaptation process.

In particular, we will address the following issues:

¯ Representing metacognitive reasoning in the form of
sequences of system generated questions and answers
which address the changing reasoning situations.

¯ Interleaving the adaptation process and the moni-
toring process to improve the adaptation result.

¯ Explicit representation of the processes of adapta-
tion and metacognition using adaptation plans and
introspection plans.

In the remainder of the paper, we will describe our
approach by means of an example involving the do-
mains of electric circuits and systems of water pipes.
We will then explain our approach of metacognitive
adaptation and compare it with the adaptation mech-
anisms in the CHEF system (Hammond 1989). Finally,
we will discuss the approach with respect to the general
adaptation problem.
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Regulating Adaptation

In this section, we describe our approach to metacog-
nitive regulation of the adaptation process using an
example (Figure 1) which is based on the reasoning
task of analogical mapping (Carbonell 1983).

The example has been implemented in the IULIAN
system which is based on case-based reasoning and
case-based planning approaches to model reasoning
and actions. Whereas the case-based reasoning ap-
proach enables the system to re-use its knowledge
about previous experiments, the case-based planning
approach supports the re-use of previous plans for gen-
erating self-questions, answers, and experiments. In
addition, steps in answer plans can contain calls to
dedicated planners such as the Adaptation Planner or
the Introspection Planner to perform the specialized
tasks of plan adaptation and introspection. The main
task of the system is the discovery of new explanations
to revise an initial theory.

We assume that the system receives as input prob-
lem the description of a parallel electric circuit (Fig-
ure 1). During the reasoning process, the system re-
trieves a source case from the domain of water pipe sys-
tems and attempts to map the problem to the retrieved
case. In addition to the retrieved case, the system can
access the plan (source plan) which has been used 
generate the case and the explanation which explains
the experiment. The explanation could be mapped to
the initial domain of electric circuits. The resulting
explanation could then be used to explain the initial
problem of a parallel circuit. However, the mapping is
not possible because the switch in the input problem is
not regarded as sufficiently similar to the plain pipe in
the retrieved case. Therefore the IULIAN system has
to adapt the source plan; the adapted plan can then
be used to generate a new case which is more simi-
lar to the input problem than the retrieved case. The
main stages of the adaptation process are summarized
in Figure 2

During reasoning, the system monitors the reason-
ing process by generating suitable questions and an-
swers. Monitoring the process of analogical mapping
requires the evaluation of knowledge structures which
are needed for this process. In our example, the nec-
essary knowledge structure is a previous experiment
which should be analogous to the initial parallel cir-
cuit problem. Therefore IULIAN attempts to evaluate
whether the retrieved experiment is suitable to answer
an earlier question about the analogical mapping pro-
cess. The system retrieves a question plan to generate
Question 1.
Question I: Can the analogical mapping be performed?
Answer I: No, the analogical mapping cannot be
performed because the switch in the initial problem is
not sufficiently similar to the PLAIN-PIPE used in the
PARALLEL@PLAIN PIPE-PADDLEWHEEL experiment.

The answer leads to the additional adaptation
goal INCREASE-SIMILARITY and to a focus shift.

Whereas Answer 1 considers experiments (cases) the
following question focuses on the plans which have
been used to generate the experiments.
Question 2: How can l make the plan PARALLEL@-
PIPE-WHEEL more similar to the plan PARALLEL@-
SWITCH-LAMP?

Question 2 cannot be answered directly because the
necessary knowledge is not stored. The system at-
tempts to acquire the missing knowledge by investi-
gating sub-structures of the knowledge structures in-
volved. In our example, the knowledge structures are
plans. Therefore the next question focuses on steps in
the two plans which are dissimilar.
Question 2.1: What are the steps with no mutual
equivalents in the plans?
Answer 2.1: The steps CONNECT-SWITCH and
CONNECT-TESTWHEEL in the plan PARALLEL@-
SWITCH-LAMP have no equivalent in the plan
PARALLEL@-PIPE-WHEEL and the step CONNECT-
PLAINPIPE in the plan PARALLEL@-PIPE-WHEEL has
no equivalent in the plan PARALLEL@-SWITCH-LAMP.

After identifying the dissimilar steps, IULIAN at-
tempts to adapt these steps to increase the similar-
ity between them. The adaptation process is initiated
with the following question:
Question 2.2: How can I modify these steps?

The adaptation process requires two types of knowl-
edge: adaptation plans and resources. Adaptation
plans describe how the adaptation has to be performed,
whereas the resources describe the knowledge the adap-
tation plan should use. For example, an adaptation
plan may state that a step in a given plan should be
replaced by another step. This new step should not be
pre-defined in the adaptation plan because this would
limit the applicability of the plan. The system should
rather draw from its own experience and use its library
of experimentation plans to identify a planning step
which can be used by the adaptation plan. We refer
to knowledge structures which can be used by a plan
as resource. The retrieved steps are resources because
they can be used by an adaptation plan.

A plan library may contain several resources suitable
to support the adaptation process. Moreover, there
may be more than one adaptation plan which can use
these resources. Therefore, the appropriate resources
need to be allocated to each adaptation plan and the
best plan and its resources have to be selected.

Question 2.2 cannot be answered; so the system asks
a new question which focuses on adaptation resources.
Question 2.2.1: What are the previous steps I can use
in the adaptation process?
Answer 2.2.1: I could use the
step CONNECT-TESTWHEEL from the plan SERIAL@-
PLAINPIPE-TESTWHEEL, the step CONNECT-VALVE
from the plan SERIAL@-VALVE-PADDLE-WHEEL, or
the steps CONNECT-VALVE and CONNECT-TEST-
WHEEL from the plan SERIAL@-TESTWHEEL-VALVE-
PADDLEWHEEL.
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Figure 1: Analogical Mapping Example

During tile generation of Answer 2.2.1, the an-
swer planner calls the introspection planner which
retrieves and executes an introspection plan. The
plan execution involves the search for equivalent steps
in the remaining experimentation plans. The sys-
tem is looking for steps which support the same
goals it pursued in the circuit domain using the steps
CONNECT-SWITCH and CONNECT-TESTLAMP.
The new steps are found in the domain of water pipes,
because the plan to be transformed describes an ex-
periment in this domain.

Answer 2.2.1 provides two resources which are iden-
tified in three different plans. All three plans generate
serial connections between components of the water
pipe domain. Two of the plans contain single compo-
nents which could be used in the adaptation process.
The third plan uses both components together.

After identifying potential resources for the adapta-
tion process, IULIAN has to identify potential adapta-
tion plans.
Question 2.2.2: What are the adaptation plans I can
use?
Answer 2.2.2: I can use the adaptation plans ONE-
COM PON ENT-ADAPTATION@-ADDITION, ONE-
COM PO N E NT-A DA PTATIO N @- RE P LACE M ENT,
STRUCTU RE-ADAPTATfON@-SERIAL-
PARALLEL, and TWO-COMPONENT-ADAPTATION@-
REPLACEM ENT-ADDITION.

During the generation of this answer the adaptation
plans are retrieved. The retrieval is based on matching
adaptation goals which have a general and a specific
part. The general part of an adaptation goal is shared
by different adaptation goals and is formed by the rea-
soning goal. The specific part of an adaptation goal is
determined by introspection of the reasoning process
and evaluation of the knowledge structures under con-
sideration. For example, the adaptation goal increase-
similarity@replace-add (see Figure 3) is formed by the
general part increase-similarity and the specific part
replace-add. The general part is formed using the rea-
soning goal increase-similarity and the specific part is
generated from information which has been provided
m Answer 2.1. This answer has stated that the initial
target plan contains two steps without equivalent in
the retrieved plan in the domain of water pipes. In
addition, the retrieved plan contains a step which has
no equivalent in the initial plan. This step has to be
replaced with a step which is equivalent to one of the
steps identified in the initial plan. Additional steps in
the domain of water pipes which are equivalent to the
steps identified in the initial plan have to be added to
the retrieved source plan. Therefore the specific part
of the adaptation goal in Figure 3 is replace-add.

The first two of the adaptation plans identified
in Answer 2.2.2 can be used to add or replace
single steps in the plan PARALLEL@PLAINPIPE-
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PADDLEWHEEL. The third adaptation plan trans-
forms a serial circuit into a parallel circuit which is
build from the same components. The last adaptation
plan in Answer 2.2.2 replaces a step and adds a step.

1. Monitor Reasoning and Action.
The processes of reasoning and activity arc monitored by
evaluating the resources needed to perform these processes.
The evaluation process determines whether the resources
support the satisfaction of the reasoning goals.
If a knowledge structure is considered as insufficient,
continue with (2).

2. Focus on Sub-Structures.
Consider sub-structures of the insufficient knowledge
structure and identify those sub-structures which have
to be modified.

3. Identify Adaptation Resources.
Retrieve additional knowledge structures which can be
used for the modification process.

4. Identify Adaptation Plans.
Retrieve adaptation plans which are suitable to perform
the modification.

5. Evaluate Adaptation Plans and Resources.
Create suitable groups containing an adaptation plan
and one or more sub-structures of the additional
knowledge structures indentified in (3).
Select the best group.

6. Execute the Selected Adaptation Plan.

7. Evaluate the Adapted Knowledge Structure.
Evaluate the knowledge structure created during the
adaptation process in terms of the reasoning goals which
could not be satisfied by the initial knowledge structure.

Figure 2: Stages of Metacognitive Adaptation

Tile adaptation plan TWO-COMPONENT-
ADAPTATION@REPLACEMENT-ADDITION
is shown in Figure 3. It consists of a header and a list
of adaptation steps. The header contains descriptors
such as name, adaptation goal, failure, and binding lisl.
Adaptation goal and failures are used to retrieve the
plan. Adaptation steps use variables which are instan-
tiated during plan execution; pairs of variable names
and values are stored in the binding list. The adap-
tation steps in Figure 3 delete the step CONNECT-
PLAINPIPE, insert tile step CONNECT-VALVE, add
the step SET-VALVE, and insert the step CONNECT-
TEST-WHEELt. Executing the adaptation plan would
result in an experimentation plan suitable to build the
transformed circuit in Figure 1.

Now the best combination of an adaptation plan and
one or more adaptation resources is determined. Such
combinations are referred to as adaptation strategy.
Question 2.2.3: What is the most suitable adaptation
plan/resource combination.7

x Note that the steps in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are shown
in a reduced version: the slots step-name preconditions and
goals are omitted.

Answer 2.2.3: The most suitable combination is the
adaptation plan TWO-COMPONENT-ADAPTATION~-
REPLACEM ENT-ADDITION
and the resources CONNECT-VALVE, SET-VALVE, and
CONN ECT-TEST-WH EEL.

During the generation of Answer 2.2.3, the answer
planner calls the introspection planner which in turn
retrieves and executes the introspection plan shown in
Figure 4.

Introspection plans have a similar structure to adap-
tation plans. They are indexed by the introspection
goals they satisfy and the failures they avoid. The
introspection plan in Figure 4 evaluates the identi-
fied adaptation plans and resources, groups adapta-
tion plans together with resources, and selects the best
group.

Adaptation Plan
Name: two-component-adaptation @-

replacement-addition
Adaptation Goal: increase-similarity@replace-add
Failures: None
Binding List: ((step-to-be-deleted connect-plainpipe)

(step-to-be-inserted 1 connect-valve)
(step-to-be-added set-valve)
(step-to-be-inserted2 connect-test-wheel))

Planning Steps:
1. Adaptation Step

Action:
2. Adaptation Step

Action:
3. Adaptation Step

Action:
4. Adaptation Step

Action:

delete-step step-to-be-deleted

insert-step step-to-be-inserted 1

add-step step-to-be-added

insert-step step-to-be-inserted2

Figure 3: Adaptation Plan

The evaluation process is based on a complexity cri-
terion which prefers small combinations of an adap-
tation plan and resources over large ones. The selec-
tion is based on a hierarchy of adaptation plan and
resource combinations. First, the system attempts to
select an adaptation plan which uses a single planning
step. If this attempt fails, an adaptation plan is se-
lected which uses connected planning steps. If this at-
tempt also fails, the system selects an adaptation plan
which uses several unconnected planning steps. This
hierarchy is based on the assumption that it is compu-
rationally more expensive to insert into a given plan
several unconnected steps than a single step.

IULIAN has now acquired the knowledge necessary
to answer Question 2.2.
Answer 2.2: l can modify these steps by replacing the
step CONNECT-PLAINPIPE in the plan PARALLELS-
PIPE-WHEEL with the step CONNECT-VALVE and
adding the steps SET-VALVE and CONNECT-TEST-
WHEEL to the same plan.

The selection of an adaptation plan and the neces-
sary resources enables the system to perform the adap-
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Introspection Plan
Name: optimize adaptation strategy
Introspection Goal: find best adaptation-plan/resource-pair
Failures: None
Binding List: ((list-of adaptation-plans

one-component-adaptation@addition ...)
(list-of-resources

connect-testwheel ...))
Planning Steps:
1. Introspection Step

Action: evaluate-plans list-of-adaptation-plans
2. Introspection Step

Action: evaluate-resources list-of- resources
3. Introspection Step

Action: create-pairs list-of-adaptation-plans
list-of-resources

4. Introspection Step
Action: evaluate-pairs list-of-plan/resource-pairs

5. Introspection Step
Action: select-pair list-of-plan-resource-pairs

Figure 4: Introspection Plan

tation and to execute tile resulting experimentation
plan.
Question 2.3: What is the result of the experiment?
Experiment:
Hypothesis: PADDLE-WHEEL HAS-STATE
NOT-TURNING; TEST-PADDLE-WHEEL HAS-STATE
TURNING.
Experimental Result: PADDLE-WHEEL HAS-
STATE NOT-TURNING; TEST-PADDLE-WHEEL HAS-
STATE TURNING.
Answer 2.3: The PADDLE-WHEEL has the state
NOT-TURNING and the TEST-PADDLE-WHEEL has
the state TURNING.

Executing the experimentation plan results in the
generation of a new case which describes a water pipe
system involving a valve and a test-paddle-wheel (Fig-
ure 1). Tile result of the adaptation process has to
be evaluated ill the light of the goals derived from the
reasoning process. In particular, IULIAN has to check
whether the system of water pipes created in the ex-
perinaent above is sufficiently analogous to the initial
electric circuit shown in Figure 1.
Question 2.4: Is the result sufficient with respect to
the need of the analogical mapping process?
Answer 2.4: Yes.

This answer is given because the initial reasoning
goal to retrieve an experiment which is analogous to
the initial circuit problem has been satisfied by the
adaptation process.

IULIAN and CHEF

Adaptation and reuse of previous plans has been ex-
ploited in tile CHEF system. In this section, we will
briefly characterize the CHEF approach and then dis-
cuss the advantages of the IULIAN system in compari-
son to the CHEF system. CHEF accepts a set of goals

in the domain of Szechwan cooking as input and an-
ticipates planning failures which happened previously.
Based on these goals and failures, the system retrieves
a plan. If the retrieved plan does not satisfy all the
planning goals, the plan is modified; then the plan is
executed. If the plan execution fails, the system ex-
plains the failure and uses the explanation to repair
the plan. FinMly, the repaired plan is stored so that it
can be used in the future.

The adaptation processes used by the CHEF sys-
tem are modification and repair. The plan modifica-
tion process is based on predefined modification rules
which contain the steps to be added to an existing plan.
Similarly during the repair process, predefined repair
strategies are used. Repair Strategies are organized in
Thematic Organization Packets (TOPs) (Schank 1982)
which are identified by explanations of the planning
failure. If a TOP is found, all its strategies are tested
by generating the changes which the strategies suggest
and choosing among these changes.

In contrast to the CHEF system, IULIAN is an inte-
gration of a case-based reasoner and several case-based
planners. Therefore, reasoning about plans and actions
is separated from planning and executing actions. The
reasoning process establishes reasoning goals which
drive the planning process. Plan execution leads to
the creation of new cases rather than just the modi-
fication of the environment. Both, planning processes
which are driven by reasoning goals and creation of new
cases, are differences to the CHEF system and have
consequences for the adaptation process. Reasoning
goals enable the system to perform additional adap-
tations. For example, the adaptation process in the
previous section is not performed because a plan failed
or a planning goal has not been satisfied. The adap-
tation is performed because the reasoning process re-
quires additional knowledge which cannot be obtained
by executing existing plans. Therefore an existing plan
is adapted to a more appropriate one. Moreover, the
generation of new cases during plan execution reduces
the number of plan adaptations required.

The IULIAN system additionMly differs from the
CHEF approach in that it uses introspective self-
questioning to select adaptation plans and previous
planning steps. Adaptation strategies containing an
adaptation plan and suitable resources play the role of
CHEF’s repair strategies. Whereas CHEF evaluates
repair strategies by executing them, the IULIAN sys-
tem relies on planned introspection to evaluate suitable
adaptation strategies.

Discussion
The general focus in this paper has been the control
of the adaptation process by interleaving the adapta-
tion task with metacognitive strategies such as self-
questioning, planning, and monitoring.

Our evaluation of the IULIAN system has demon-
strated a considerable gain in flexibility and generality:
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¯ Monitoring the reasoning process supports the sys-
tem in recognizing an adaptation situation before us-
ing a given knowledge structure.

¯ Monitoring and selection strategies can control the
search for optimal adaptation plans and resources.
If different combinations of adaptation plans and re-
sources are able to generate a correct adaptation, the
metacognitive process of monitoring and selection is
able to identify the most efficient combination.

¯ Decomposition of the adaptation process and merg-
ing with the monitoring process enables the reuse of
the various adaptation and monitoring components.
We have evaluated these components in different
tasks such as analogical mapping, reindexing, and
optimizing the applicability range of experiments.

Appendix: Describing the contribution
A. Reasoning framework:

1. What is tile reasoning framework?
Integration of CBR and metacognition.

2. What benefits can be gained that motivated using
adaptation? reuse?
Adaptation: completing reasoning strategies which
would fail otherwise, learning to perform new exper-
iments.
Reuse: Increasing tile system’s capabilities to per-
form experiments.

3. What are the specific benefits and limitations of
your approach?
Benefits: increased flexibility by metacognitive se-
lection and monitoring; increased generality by sep-
arating adaptation plans from resources.
Limitations: approach depends on available adap-
tation plans and resources, although plans and re-
sources can be adapted as well and new resources
can be acquired by experimentation.

4. What invariants does it guarantee? Causal rela-
tions between experimental setting and result.

5. What are the roles of adaptation, knowledge, and
reuse in your approach? We include guidelines for
this question below. See answers below.

B. Task:
1. What is the task? The domain? Theory Revision
in the domains of electric circuits, systems of water
pipes, and the chime of a mechanical clock.

2. What are the inputs? A new problem, i.e. the
description of an experimental setting and a plan to
perform this initial experiment.

3. What are the outputs? A revised theory explain-
ing all experiments including the new experiment.

4. What constraints are on the outputs? Consistency
with all the previous experiments.

5. Are there characteristics of the domain that the
method requires, relies on, or exploits in some way?
Observable state changes and causal relations be-
tween domain components.

C. Evaluation:

1. What hypotheses were explored? a) plan adap-
tation enables reasoning strategies which can not
be performed without adaptation, b) plan reuse
decreases the number of generated questions and
answers, c) Metacognitive monitoring strategies
enable the system to select less costly adaptation
plan/resources combinations.
2. What type of evaluation? If empirical: What in-
dependent and dependent variables? If mathemati-
cal: What model? Empirical evaluation.
independent variables: differences between best
available plan and required plan; dependent vari-
ables: generated questions and answers.

3. What comparisons were made with other meth-
ods? Availability of adaptation plans and resources
has been varied. The adaptation process has been
performed with and without the use of metacogni-
tire questions, answers, and introspection plans.

4. How does the evaluation validate or illuminate
your theory of adaptation of knowledge for reuse?
The evaluation has demonstrated that metacognitive
strategies enable the selection of optimal adaptation
plan/resource combinations. Without such strate-
gies, any valid combination may be selected.

5. What are the primary contributions of your re-
search? Controlling the adaptation process by in-
terleaving the adaptation task with metacognitive
strategies such as self-questioning, planning, and
monitoring.
Separation of general procedural aspects of the adap-
tation process in the form of adaptation plans from
specific domain knowledge in the form of resources.
Adaptation and introspection are driven by goals de-
rived from the reasoning process.

Guidelines for Answering Question A.5:

A. Knowledge

1. What does it encode? Adaptation and introspec-
tion processes.

2. How is it represented? Indexed plans (frames) and
cases (frames).

3. How is it used? Plans for performing and mon-
itoring the adaptation process; cases for providing
the information needed for a single adaptation step.

4. How is it acquired? Cases by executing experi-
mentation plans; Plans by repairing existing plans.

B. Adaptation

1. What is adapted? Experimentation plans.
2. Why is it adapted? The adaptation addresses
needs identified during the process of question and
answer generation (reasoning).

3. What properties of the knowledge representation
does adaptation require? Indexes described by in-
tentional content and relational context.
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4. How are tile benefits measured? Metacognitive
evaluation in terms of similarity measures.

5. What is gained? Increase in efficiency.

C. Reuse

1. What is reused? Experiments (cases) and plans.
2. Why is it reused? To perform reasoning strategies
and to test explanations.

3. What properties does the reuse process place on
the adaptation process? Need for increased similar-
ity between cases.

4. How are the benefits measured? Decrease in the
number of generated questions and answers.

5. What is gained? Flexibility: more situations can
be addressed, more explanations are available.
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